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GET TO KNOW US - who are we?
We are the pioneers in the field of IR heating
Ekosen d.o.o. is a fast growing company with the
longest tradition in the field of IR heating in Slovenia
We invest heavily in our own development
and successfully conquer European markets
Innovations and technologically advanced
products are our main concern
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Eco-and future- oriented
We follow the latest eco trends and implement
them in our products and brands
In the field of development we constantly
cooperate with various experts and institutes
We are future oriented ecologically and technologically.
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Our goals
To build a large EKOSEN family with our franchise partners, that will provide its
customers quality products, that reduce costs and improve the quality of living.

With our innovative, energy- and cost-saving products and excellent consulting,
help an average family save up to 1.000 EUR per year

To spread the knowledge about IR heating throughout Europe and overseas
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Want to know more about IR heating?
Feel free to reach out : info@ekosen.eu

Want to know more about our
technology and products?
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EKOSEN d.o.o.
WAS ESTABLISHED

OPENING OF THE
SECOND SHOP IN LJUBLJANA

2008

DEVELOPMENT OF
IR SUN REGULATOR
(WHITE)

2017

2014
2010

OPENING OF THE
FIRST SHOP IN MARIBOR

NEW IR SUN WIFI
REGULATOR AND
IR SUN APP

2015

EXPANDING TO
CROATIA

2020
2019

MORE THAN 7.000
FACILITIES EQUIPPED
WITH EKOSEN IR PANELS

Since our beginning in 2008 , we have been committed to the highest quality standards and finding
solutions in the field of heating, that brings savings to our customers and improve the quality of
their living/working environment.

REMARKABLE
GROWTH OF THE
COMPANY
Ekosen has been constantly growing since
2010. Between 2010 and 2020 we have
built and established 4 shops in Slovenia and
Croatia. Our Ekosen family has successfully
grown through the years and in 2022 consist
of. more than 20 regional consultants and
aprx. 20 installing teams on the field.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Infrared heating was not commonly used until WW II.
The benefit of infrared heating was recognised by the
military during WW II, and it was utilized for drying
the paint and lacquers of military equipment quickly to
replace fuel convection ovens, which were far
more expensive. Infrared heaters in those times were
frequently seen in workshops and factories. However,
the popularity of infrared heaters declined after WW II

With the drive of greener technologies,

the development of infrared heaters resumed
as more people started to venture into central heating systems.
between late 20th and early 21st century.
The range of heating expanded to more regions
in the infrared spectrum.
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Climate change is an increasingly pressing global issue,
and we all need to lay our part in helping to ensure
that we can limit the damage that is already beeing
done to ecosystems and communities across the globe.

Most of the companies, present on the market,
do not sell and produce only IR heating panels.
They do however, have a wide range of products,
that they offer to their customers :
heat pumps, floor heating, convection heating,
IR heating panels.

In the past couple of years the knowledge about IR heating
has started to spread among people, and more and more
of them are deciding for IR heating system. It leaves no
carbon footprint, reduces heat costs and warms the rooms
faster and better.

Our main and only focus is IR heating system. We put all our efforts to production and manufacture of new models and IR heating
ideas and solutions.
Ekosen was established in 2008 and our business has continually grown since then.

MARKET OVERVIEW - CZ, AUT, GER, UK AND SLO
The graphic data shows comparison of five markets - CZ, AUT, GER, UK and SLO. The graphic displays the biggest IR heating
sellers in every country. The charts are composed of population of the country and the turnover each seller makes.
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FINAL MARKET ANALYSIS
The graphic display on a previous page shows, that Ekosen,
despite the fact that it is operated on a smaller market, achieves
great success.
Ekosen is already competitive to all global companies without
actually being present globally.

Ekosen has the second greatest impact on the market
compared to turnover in the field of IR heating.
Its foundations are solid and the business model
has been tested for several years.
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The company puts all its focus in IR heating and finding solutions
for implementing this system to all possible buildings and spaces.
Although the field of heating, especially heating on electricity,
seems expensive, is this system actually the cheapest and
the most effective heating. In combination with photovoltaics
we can offer our clients complete independence and self-sufficiency.

With arising climate changes we know with complete confidence,
that this is the heating of the future and with its use
we leave no carbon footprint - since the materials used inside
of our IR heating panels are also from natural materials
and therefore ecological and degradable.
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

DVOREC RAKIČAN / CASTLE RAKIČAN
Director of the castle
The first and main reason is, of course, that the company has an excellent price-quality ratio. That is to say, they are the
best on the market. The next reason is that our IR-panels heat up the spaces we need from time to time very quickly. For
example, this hall or our castle hall, we use these rooms only occasionally and then we turn on the IR-panels in the
morning and in the afternoon or evening we already have the space ready in the winter. Then the next reason is that they
are aesthetically pleasing for buildings that are under cultural heritage, such as ours. Many heaters stand out too much.
However, the IR-panels are white and have been accepted by the monument protection as very acceptable.
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PRIVATE KINDERGARDEN MALI GROF

PRIVATE APARTMENT SONČEK

Owner and Director Nina

Owner Darja

Above all, I have no words for the friendliness of the
employees, professionalism and up-to-dateness, as it
was done as we agreed. As far as savings are concerned,
we now have IR-panels for the second year and we are
definitely seeing the savings in electricity, because as
we all know, it has become very expensive now and it
now serves us very well.

We rent this apartment to guests who want a little break,
because our place is really in a very quiet place. Mom and
daughter came and settled here, but it was already autumn.
When I thought they had everything they needed, I went to a
meeting and left home. Suddenly our guest calls me: "Ma'am,
didn't you tell me that you now have some special heating, but
we're still cold in here." I said, "You really shouldn't be cold." And
luckily this project was of such quality that I have it all on my
phone. I picked up the phone, connnected to the regulator, and
warmed the ladies apartment.
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REFERENCE LIST

APARTMENTS STORZEK

HOTEL KRAS

CHALET ALPINKA

OIL FACTORY KOCBEK
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BIATHLON ATHLETE
KLEMEN BAUER

FOOTBALLER
ALEKS PIHLER

FOOTBALLER
MARCOS TAVARES

ENDURO MOTO DRIVER
MIRAN STANOVNIK
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OUR PRODUCTS
IR HEATING PANELS
IR SUN WIFI CONTROLLER
THERMOSUN PAINT

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
We invest all our effort and knowledge in development and improvement
of our products. These efforts are reflected in our products, which are
the most advanced products in the field of IR heating.
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EKOSEN IR HEATING PANELS
Ekosen IR heating panels SUNLIFE ONE are suitable for any home, apartment, commercial space, weekend
house, camper, watercraft and many more. They are a result of our own design and production, and are
currently the best selling IR heating panels in Slovenia.

SUNLIFE ONE IDEAL

SUNLIFE MIRROR/TAG

Is a technologically and

Sunlife TAG has a shiny

Sunlife Table panel is specially

qualitatively upgraded IR

glass surface and its

designed for tables - it is

heating panel. It is a high-

attractive appearance is

mainly designed for covered

end panel and suitable for

making more and more

catering terraces, home

those who want top

people choose it.

balconies or conservatories. It

quality.

SUNLIFE TABLE

is a low-temperature panel

It operates at a lower

Sunlife Mirror panel is

that warms everyone sitting at

temperature (between 80

heating mirror that fits into

the outdoor table comfortably.

and 90 degrees), which

any room. Your bathroom

Unlike a high-temperature

means less stress on the

will always be warm and

heater , that glows orange, is

material and consequently

the mirror will never be

consumption much lower and

longer life and lower

dirty.

installation is easy.

consumption. Life
expectancy is 40+ years.
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IR SUN WIFI CONTROLLER

IR SUN WIFI CONTROLLER turns your IR heating
system into the most accurate, responsive and
comfortable way to heat. The controller sets new
standards in IR heating. It enables complete remote
control of IR heating using the IRSUN app on
smartphones. It works with Android as well as with
iOS phones - you can set the desired temeprature,
check the heating power consumption or change the
settings at any time. It detects the slightes change in
room temperature and continuously adjust the panel's
radiant power. This means that we heat the IR panels
consistently to the minimum required temperature
(average operation 15% - 35%).
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THERMOSUN ENERGY-SAVING
PAINT

Thermosun paint in combination with IR heating
panels achieves exceptional power. It is an energysaving system with long-lasting protection. As a
result, the walls are warmer to the touch and do not
draw your body heat. Thermosun paint helps to
distribute the air around the room, helping to heat
the room evenly. Thermosun energy-saving paint
has 20% more hollow thermo-ceramics and
therefore 20% more IR reflectivity than similar
products on the market.
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INTERESTED?
Want to know more ?

info@ekosen.eu
+386 40 624 813
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WHY EKOSEN IR HEATING?
We can back our products with 15 years
warranty and a life span of 40+ years - the
quality of the products gives us complete
confidence.

We developed our own software system, that
connects the whole company and allows you
to track all the data regarding sales, inquiries
and all your clients. It also helps you with the
needed measurements.

Our panels were developed in
cooperation with the world's leading
manufacturers of IR heating panels

We developed our own, unique IR SUN WIFI
controller, that turns your IR heating system
into the most accurate, responsive and
comfortable way to heat.
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WHAT IS IR HEATING ?
It is the most efficient and economical solution for either main or auxiliary heating for all types of
buildings. Panels convert almost 100% of electricity to heat. Most electrical energy is transferred into
a room using human- and animal-friendly natural forms of heat – long infrared (IR-C) wavelengths

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM

IR HEATING SYSTEM

> Air circulation causes dust to rise
> Temperature differences in the room cause drafts
> Moist air condenses on the wall, causing wall
damage and allowing mold to grow

Objects absorb the energy of infrared waves
> Infrared heating has a positive effect on well-being
> Favourable price
> Low energy consumption during operating time
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6 REASON WHY IR HEATING SYSTEM EKOSEN TRULY IS
THE BEST HEATING SOLUTION
Heating costs are reduced up to 60%

Eco-friendly innovation IR SUN controller
in combination with EKOSEN panels
additionally saves up to 25%

We provide 15 years
warranty on our panels

The temperature is the same throughout the
room (at the floor and at the ceiling)

Easy installation

The temperature is adjusted
separately for every room
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FRANCHISE OFFER

The EKOSEN franchise allows you to work independetly, but you are never alone. When joining an EKOSEN
franchise, you would join a fast-growing industry, that despite uncertain economic conditions continuously
grows and expands, because IR heating brings great savings despite increased prices of electricity, and has a
positive effect on health and quality of life.
Would you like to join our EKOSEN family as a franchisee?
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WHY EKOSEN FRANCHISE?

A proven and effective marketing system

3.
Top notch app and all necessary software

2.

Great product – the best IR panels
on the market

1.

Strong promotional and sales support

4.

5.

Effective educational system
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EKOSEN FRANCHISE PROFILE

1.

2.

TURNKEY FRANCHISE
Introduction, training,
start-up as well as business
support, continuous
innovations

STRONG BRAND
Recognition and warranty
for the highest standards well known brand, with
stroong market value

3.

4.

5.

TOP PRODUCTS

COMPLETE SUPPORT

Own products development and
production, high quality
standard (ensured with
numerous certificates)

Strong marketing and sales
support in gaining new
customers and maintaining
exsisting clients

PROPIARITY ITEM
Own software system.
Complete client overview,
preparation of inquiries,
stock management,
statistics, sales overview
etc.
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WHAT DOES EKOSEN FRANCHISE INCLUDE

Permission to use the
EKOSEN trademark (logo and name)

Know-how and rights for using the
EKOSEN franchise system

Operations manual with detailed processes

Presentation on our website, assistance
in gaining new customers and
maintaining existing customers

Marketing support (based on a specific and extremely
sophisticated approach)

Thorough training program
for a successful business start-up

Start-up support package
(tools, marketing materials)

Necessary software for successful
and efficient business
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OUR SUPPORT TO FRANCHISEE
ESTABLISHMENT AND EQUIPMENT
OF THE SHOWROOM

WE SUPPLY ALL THE NECESSARY EQUIPMENT
FOR INSTALLATION OF IR PANELS, AS WELL AS ALL
THE NECESSARY SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL COURSES –
EXISTING PRODUCTS AND
UPCOMING INNOVATIONS

COMPLETE MARKETING SUPPORT
(MARKETING MATERIALS, LEAD GENERATION)

PROFESSIONAL INTRODUCTION AND
TRAINING FOR SUCCESSFULLY
LAUNCHING A FRANCHISE
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Our franchise model has more walking legs - you do
not have to decide which business model you will pursue.
Our model is both, B2B and B2C oriented.
You can sell EKOSEN products to businesses, as well can
you sell the productsdirectly to households.

Our franchise model has more walking legs - you do
not have to decide which business model you will pursue.
Our model is both, B2B and B2C oriented.
You can sell EKOSEN products to businesses, as well can
you sell the products directly to households.
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FRANCHISEE PROFILE

Charismatic, energetic
business spirit

Dynamic personality with
a healthy life philosophy

Trust EKOSEN brand

Good understanding of the
local business environment
and market opportunities

A good business mindset
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INVESTMENT STRUCTURE
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MONTHLY OBLIGATIONS

Royalty fee
CRM users
fee

3%

for 5 users

Additional
CRM users
fee
10 EUR
per person

50 EUR
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PROPRIETARY ITEM - CRM SYSTEM
One of your monthly expenses will be a fee for our CRM system.
WHY EKOSEN CRM AND NOT YOUR OWN?

We have developed a unique CRM
software system, that is adapted to
the needs of IR heating
measurements, data archives, work
sheets, finance reports, statistical
insights etc.

The software enables you the insight of
all the offers ever made, every
successful purchase, you can divide the
offers by reasons, why a specific client
didn't decide for your offer.

You can track all your customers
easily, updating their data and
browsing their purchase history.

The software is adaptable for every
existing market. You can synchronise CRM
with accounting program - everything is
adaptable.
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You have an insight to the work of your
contractors or employees.

The system calculates you all the needed data for the offers the number of panels, the strength needed for their building,
expected costs etc.
The system allows you to digitally sign all
the documents and immediately send it to the client.

The software was developed over a long period of time and
it truly covers every aspect of your business.
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INFORMATIONS AND CONTACT
Mengeš- showroom
Koper - showroom
Miklavž na Dravskem polju - HQ

Zagreb -HQ

www.ekosen.si
www.ekosen.eu
www.irsun.si
www.thermosun.si

Nina Halić
+386 40 624 813
info@ekosen.eu
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